
FIRM MANAGEMENT

Vote Now for Intuit’s Global Firm of the
Future Contest
Starting today and ending Oct. 29, 2017, Intuit invites you to visit the Firm of the
Future contest page and vote for one of the top four Global Firm of the Future
Finalists: AIS Solutions, AllThatCounts, Business Cents, and Business Works UK Ltd.

Oct. 24, 2017

[The polls are now closed!]

Here’s your opportunity to vote on the �rm you wish to see crowned the 2017
Global Firm of the Future Grand Prize Winner. Starting today and ending Oct. 29,
2017, Intuit invites you to visit the Firm of the Future contest page and vote for one of
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the top four Global Firm of the Future Finalists: AIS Solutions, AllThatCounts,
Business Cents, and Business Works UK Ltd.

“These four �rms represent the best of the best,” said Rich Preece, global leader of
Intuit’s Accountant Segment. “They use online technologies, like QuickBooks Online,
QuickBooks Online Accountant and apps to not only manage their �rm, but to excel
at meeting clients’ needs. They also use innovative processes and take advantage of
powerful social media platforms to grow their brand globally and reach prospects. I
can’t wait to unveil the winner on stage at QuickBooks Connect in November.”

Before voting you can view a video of each �rm that highlights how they embrace
the attributes of being a Firm of the Future. The videos are available in an online
gallery, where  votes can also be cast.

To help these four �rms in their video submission process, Intuit provided a
videographer and �lm producer to work directly with each �nalist to create a high-
quality video showcasing what makes his or her �rm a Firm of the Future.

Note: if you want to vote, you must �rst register, and all registrants will only be
permitted to vote once per day during the open voting period. The top four �nalists
will each receive a $5,000 USD cash prize and two tickets to QuickBooks Connect,
November 15-17, in San Jose, Calif.. The �nalist whose video receives the highest
number of votes will be named the Grand Prize Winner at the conference and receive
$25,000 USD.

In addition, the conference offers a dynamic lineup of speakers, including, Nate
Berkus, American interior designer and best-selling author; Dave Gilboa,
entrepreneur, philanthropist and co-founder of Warby Parker; and Julie Rice,
entrepreneur and co-founder of LifeShop and SoulCycle.

To cast votes through October 29, visit the �rms’ entries here. To join the
conversation, share on Facebook and Twitter using #QBFirmOfTheFuture.

Firm Management

CPA Practice Advisor is registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy

(NASBA) as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the National Registry of CPE
Sponsors.
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